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Michigan Wildlife Council

BACKGROUND

Public Acts 108 and 246 of 2013
• Established the Michigan Wildlife Council, a nine-member, governor-

appointed body to oversee public education efforts 

• Funded through $1 from the sale of every base hunting license and all-
species fishing license

• Allocated revenue for marketing, education, outreach
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The Michigan Wildlife Council was established in late-2013 via Public Acts 108 and 246.We have nine members on the council – each representing specific roles – including a representative from the DNR. It is funded through $1 from the sale of every hunting and fishing licenseAllocates revenue for marketing, education and outreach



Michigan Wildlife Council

BACKGROUND

Goals
• Promote the essential role sportsmen and sportswomen play in 
furthering conservation 

• Educate the general public about the benefits of hunting, fishing and 
the taking of game and how these activities are:

- Necessary for conservation
- The primary sources of funding for conservation
- Important drivers of Michigan’s economy 
- Valued parts of our cultural heritage
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Since its inception, the Council has managed a statewide public education campaign aimed at promoting the role that sportsmen and sportswomen play in furthering conservation as well as the benefits of hunting and fishing in Michigan – particularly that these activities are:Necessary for conservationThe primary source of funding for conservationAn important part of Michigan’s economy And a valued part of Michigan’s cultural heritage.



Michigan Wildlife Council

BACKGROUND

Data-Driven Approach
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Presentation Notes
Research has been critical to guiding our pathConduct annual research – a statewide survey – to measure our progress in educating the general publicResponsive Management is the established leader in natural resources research. Stellar reputations, more than 30 years of experienceAlso – do in-person OR virtual focus groups to more deeply understand the audiences we need to reach This approach gives the Council the utmost confidence in our campaign direction and our results



Michigan Wildlife Council

HUNTING & FISHING APPROVAL 

Approval of hunting and fishing is high... but it’s conditional

• Population control
• Food

• OK if regulated
• OK if done humanely

• Should not be done for sport
• Killing is wrong

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with understanding of the approval of hunting and fishing in MichiganIt’s very high – with 55% strongly approving and 32% moderately approvingBut it’s conditional – based very much in the PURPOSE of huntingFor example, Michiganders are more likely to approve of hunting for putting food on the table or for population controlThe public is generally OK with hunting when they know it is regulated and done humanelyBUT NOT ok with it if it is done for sport, for a trophy or believe it is just wrongAs you see from the colored boxes here, our CORE AUDIENCE focus is those that are NEUTRAL or MODERATELY APPROVE. That doesn’t mean we won’t reach those on either side – but where we target our funds for the greatest ROIAnd we know a LOT about these audiences from now 5 years of research – that have helped us hone in on WHO we reach, WHERE we reach them and WHAT we say to motivate interest in our campaign



MESSAGING
Michigan Wildlife Council

What do they think about wildlife, hunting, sportsmen?

WHEN WE SAY THEY HEAR

Wildlife

Wild

Hunting

Sportsmen

Fees

Nature

Lions

Deer

Athletes

Taxes
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We – as a Council – have to constantly remember – that WE are not the audienceThe things that are CORE to us, to what we know, how we think is NOT how our audience thinksSo we have to connect in ways that THEY will pay attention, in ways that are relevant TO THEMWhen we use OUR language – our audiences don’t hear what we intend them to hearEarly on in our research – we’ve learned – for example that when we say words like “wildlife” – in means nature to them, or when we say “wild” they think “Lions”, when we talk about hunting, it really just means deer in November, or when we talk about “Sportsmen” they think we might be referring to NBA or NHL athletesAnd when we talk about ”fees” from hunting and fishing, they think “taxes”It is this learning that helps guide us in ways we can talk with our audiences so we have a better chance of reaching them in a way that they will pay attention to and – importantly – understand



Michigan Wildlife Council

2016-2020
2016 2017

2018 2019

2020
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Often say that this is a MARATHON not a SPRINTWe’ve come a long way from our introductory “softer” messaging – when we first were inviting people not familiar with us or our messageAnd we’ve moved our audience knowledge about key principles related to wildlife management and the impact of fishing and hunting licenses that motivate THEIR interestsGetting closer in each campaign – to more direct messaging about fishing and huntingDon’t want to turn off an audience because they are not interested or ready to hear our messagingAnd so you’ll see here, we “majored in wildlife conservation” and more explicitly have talked about the impact of fishing and hunting licenses – that they are the primary source of funding for taking care of wildlife, waters and forests that our audiences care about.



LICENSES FUND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
Michigan Wildlife Council

The protection of wildlife and their habitat is largely funded
by the purchase of hunting and fishing licenses.
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And we have MOVED the needle in many waysOur statewide survey data shows that we continue to advance the understanding – most recently in December of last year – that 74% now agree that the protection of wildlife and their habitat is funded by the purchase of hunting and fishing licenses (vs. 60% in 2015)



IMPORTANCE OF HUNTING AND FISHING
Michigan Wildlife Council

Continued increased agreement across Michigan on the economic importance of 
hunting and fishing, as well as significant increases in agreement in their cultural 
and society value.
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We have also seen significant increases in knowledge about the benefits of hunting and fishingThat the hunting and fishing industry contributes significantly to Michigan’s economy (81% agree – and 11% increase from 2015)That the hunting and fishing industry creates a significant number of jobs in Michigan (with 72% agreement and a 10% increase since the inception of the campaign)That hunting is an important part of Michigan’s culture and heritage (with 90% agreeing to this statement – a 14% increase)And a whopping 72% who now DISAGREE with the statement that “Hunting and fishing are important only to the people who hunt and fish (meaning, of course, that these activities ARE not only important to those that participate). We’ve seen almost a 30% increase in this measure)FANTASTIC progress – great leaps in understanding of the general public…but we still have a big job to do



Michigan Wildlife Council

LAGGING AUDIENCES
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Presentation Notes
The survey data – also shows segments of people – by age, race, gender, geography – that are lagging in their knowledge and opinion on MANY key measures we are reporting onYou see – just in this one example (this is mirrored across many key measures) – that people that are MORE favorable about people who go hunting are – in the North/UP and Central region and those that are LEAST favorable are…Black residents, those in Southeast Michigan, young adults (ages 18-34) and womenThis is where the hard work lies. Moving these hard to move audiences So we have to find relevant connection points that will motivate interest and connections with our message – in different waysNO SILVER BULLET – but we have to be creative to break thru in ways we haven’t been able to with our previous campaigns



Michigan Wildlife Council

POINTS OF CONNECTION

Women

Black 
Michiganders

Southeast
Michigan 

Young people (18-34)

Communications 
Channels
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Campaign focus for 2021-22: Continue to hone-in on our audiencesIn the areas they live: urban centers, suburbs – particularly Wayne, Macomb, Oakland CountiesWith the media they consume – still broad advertising to reach as many people as we can, but many more layers – video, digital presence, social mediaAnd, particularly, coming from new voices through influencers in many forms – to lend to authenticity of our campaign



 
Michigan Wildlife Council

2021 CAMPAIGN

• Introduced a new character to help message 
breakthrough, showcase “people like me”

• A lighter, friendly, approachable tonality
• Had more direct messages about hunting and fishing, 

when most relevant during “fishing” and “hunting” 
seasons

• Leveraged the voice of influencers to deliver our 
messages in a more authentic way 
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And SPEAKING of a new voice…Introduce our new campaign character – Annette – an angler and hunter who catches unsuspecting people and connects the benefits of fishing and hunting to the audience directlyShe’s friendly, approachable, quirky—and unexpected!She meets the audience where they are (indoors and outdoors, in daily life situations)During the summer, the campaign focused on the benefits of fishing (to Michigan’s wildlife, economy, conservation, etc.) More recently, this fall, the campaign focused on the benefits of hunting in a campaign that spanned mid-October through the end of NovemberAnd in December we will, again, be conducted our statewide survey to track the progress of our efforts



 
Michigan Wildlife Council

2021 CAMPAIGN

Presenter
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And now, for a quick look at a few of the elements out in the world this year…Billboards on city street with multiple messagesDigital video that plays in social mediaAnd a few of our videos…



  



   



 
Michigan Wildlife Council

2021 CAMPAIGN

Presenter
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So you just saw some of our broad reaching communications tacticsWhere we’ve really expanded is in our depth among our core audiences – not just with traditional advertising but in places and spaces that are relevant to our audiencesAnd coming from people they know and trust…or at least follow onlineThese influencers run the gamet – we have built unique partnerships with key influencersFom the media – like the Detroit Free Press where we run paid content storiesWith business influencers – like Crains Detroit who we did a virtual roundtable panelWith sports influencers like Frank Ragnow with the Detroit Lions – who we’ve created and captured amazing moments – making walleye fish tacos, visiting Belle Isle, learning how to Turkey call, etc.



 
Michigan Wildlife Council

2021 CAMPAIGN
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We’ve also expanded our reach into social media influencers – who can tell our story in a way that we can’t - and can leverage their followers to expand our messagesAnd we’ve expanded our reach into spaces of entertainment – like sponsoring Turkey Tom at the Thanksgiving Parade just last weekAs well as working with Chef Max Hardy – the 2021 Restaurateur of the Year who – also just last week filmed a cooking segment called “Conservation Kitchen” where he made an exceptional Venison stew.



 
Michigan Wildlife Council

2021 Campaign
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And finally – last but certainly not least – the Council is also working to make sure our Hunters and Anglers are informed and aware of our efforts. We did a pilot program – creating materials to distribute at Jay’s Sporting Goods to thank hunters and anglers for their involvement and impact in Michigan’s conservation efforts (a Thank You card and we designed stickers to go along with it)We continue to advertise with Mike Avery and Michigan Out of Doors publicationWe also continue to meet with lawmakers and new legislators so they are aware of the Council and our progress, and so they can get our messages out to their constituentsAnd, finally, we continue to meet with important stakeholder groups like the Natural Resources CommissionWe are thankful for your support and your involvement in spreading the work and the work of the Michigan Wildlife Council



WHAT’S NEXT?
Michigan Wildlife Council

• Wrapping up our 2021 campaign

• Statewide survey in December to continue measuring audience 
knowledge, campaign performance

• Ensuring our audiences are more aware, more informed and 
more engaged – leading to stronger support of hunting/fishing 
and the important role hunters and anglers play in conservation
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What’s next…Currently wrapping up our 2021 campaignConducting our annual statewide survey in December to continue measuring progress of our effortsWe will continue to report this and other updates to youAs a Council, we are committed to ensuring all of you – and especially our audiences – are more aware, more informed and more engaged in our workAs we continue to build support of fishing and hunting and the important role hunters and anglers play in conservation
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Of course, this is the cliff note version of an effort 5+ years in the making. The pandemic has certainly been a challenge, but we work working closely with our marketing agency to ensure that our campaign is not only following health guidelines, but also making decisions that address the ever-changing landscape we’re faced with. The silver-lining is that more and more people are getting outdoors and participating in fishing and hunting – not only providing more conversation funding, but also making these activities more relevant than in previous years. We look forward to capitalizing on this strong momentum in 2022



Preliminary 2021 Firearm 
Deer Season Results

Chad Stewart
Wildlife Division

December 9, 2021
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Evaluation of 2021 Season
• License sales (As of 11/30/2021)

– Unique deer license buyers down 3.58%
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2018-was down about 3.1% around this time.  



Historical Deer Check and 
Harvest

Region of Check Station Location
Year NLP SELP SWLP UP

2017 33 17 21 14
2018 31 19 18 12
2019 29 19 19 13
2020 20 15 12 8
2021 16 11 10 8
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Serves as a comparison between years to date, not as a predictive measure.



Declining Participation in 
Firearms

2020 Michigan Deer Harvest Survey Report, Frawley 2020



Harvest Reporting by Age
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~3,600 reports as of 11/24



Harvest Report by Time to 
Complete
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62% of reports completed in <4 minutes



Other states harvests

• Illinois: first weekend firearm harvest up 3,153, 
about 6.7% from 2020

• Indiana: down 6% from 20-21 as of 12/6

• Wisconsin: Firearms deer harvest down 7.9%, 
with buck harvest down 1.3% and antlerless 
harvest down 13.2%

• Minnesota: Firearms deer harvest down about 
8%



CWD Update

• As of December 3, 2021
– Completed tests on 3,230 deer statewide

• 2,965 deer from priority surveillance area
• ~1,600 pending tests not yet accounted for

– No new counties where CWD has been detected
– Continued efforts to collect samples outside of 

traditional check stations
– Overall, 221 deer overall have tested positive for 

CWD
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27 hunter harvested



Continued Collection

• Cervid Health Cooperator 
Program
– 300 taxidermists contacted 

via email, letter, phone
– 27 participating businesses 
– 213 samples submitted to 

date
– 13 of 26 taxidermists have 

submitted at least one 
sample*

*Some taxidermists withholding samples to end of year

Presenter
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27 hunter harvested



Continued Collection

• Partnerships with MSUE 
and NDA
– Staff have attended 3 of 4 

scheduled lymph node 
removal nights

– Typical attendance <15 
individuals

– Discussions about post 
deer season events
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27 hunter harvested



TB Update

• As of December 3, 2021
– Completed tests on 8,821 deer statewide

• 4,074 deer from priority surveillance areas, including 
4-county area and 7 surrounding counties

– Three confirmed cases thus far in Alpena, but 
testing for TB takes longer; more suspects 
awaiting confirmation.

– Overall, 952 deer overall have tested positive for 
TB
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Goal of 5730 (2,800 in 4 county area, 2,500 in surrounding 7 counties with 700 in Presque Isle and 300 in other counties) plus surveillance goals in locations in Emmet, Allegan, an Saginaw counties



Final Firearm Season Estimates

• Mail survey sample of licensed hunters

• All licensed hunters may report online
– Questionnaire will be at www.michigan.gov/deer

• Take Harvest Survey

– Submit after all 2021 hunting is complete



Thank You

www.michigan.gov/deer
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